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Nowhere to be;
Nothing to do

If you're not working or
working from home through
the COVID-19 pandemic,
you're free to self-direct your
time. You can do whatever,
whenever, however, and
wherever, as long as it's done
at home or away from people
(fresh air and exercise is still
important).

How I'd spend my spontaneous,
unstructured time
I'm still at the office some days, shipping supplements, taking calls,

and accepting deliveries. I'm grateful to have something proactive to

do, especially with our new video service. Still, I find myself thinking

about what I'd do with nothing but time. For now, I know I wouldn't

want every day to feel like a lazy Sunday when nothing happens and it's

somehow already midnight.

Relaxation counterbalances focus to keep us level-headed. Together,

they move us between our big picture and the little details. 

We don't let our attention decide where it goes for us - we direct our

attention. In the same way, relaxation isn't an indecisive nothing.

Indecision leads to anxiety, no matter what we're doing, because we

didn't intend to spend time that way.

Relative solitude is the perfect place for introspection because there's

little demanding our immediate attention. This gives us space to
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intentionally relax and identify where we've fallen into indecision - we

can find the restless source of our anxieties.

Ultimately, it doesn't matter what you do so long as you've made the

conscious decision to do it. The only real way to waste time is to let

it pass by without deciding you want to waste it.

Do nothing for no reason
Time passes whether you intend to or not, so make the executive

decision to pass the time. Boredom can only arise in the space between

what you did and what you can do. Boredom is the nudge meant

to move us away from here and towards our intentions, be it "this" or

"that."

Without genuine desire, any action may become indecision - did you

really decide to scroll through your phone for two hours, or did you

refrain from pulling away?

So, if you want to scroll, then scroll! But don't scroll because you didn't

decide to do something else. If you want to work until midnight or

exercise until you're sore, go ahead; but do so because you're

motivated to surpass your next goal, and not out of fear or a

false sense of duty.

Intentionality is the secret to never being bored: be present in your

actions and intentions and you'll feel their magnitude (or lack

thereof). Awareness makes every action intentional (or you're bored), so

the experience becomes wholly immersive, which fuels your

creativity, negating stagnation (boredom), leading to the next fulfilling

experience, and culminating in a deeper understanding of your

motivations and preferences.

Self-directed time means we can relax and play, work and grow, or step

back and strategize. We can let our minds wander while we gaze

out the window. We can do anything, big or small, but you must be the

one to decide, "I want this to happen!"

So – what will you do?

Yours in good health,

Dr. Elena Krasnov, N.D.


